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COMPUTER SIMULATION AND ANALYSTS.
OF A vDICE DECDDING QUANTIZER
19	 INTRODUCTION. ^,
a
1J_! Dyer the past twenty--f.ive years man's only direct com^-
L^
munication with digital computing sgstems has. been through.
switches and typewriter keyboards.
	 A significant fraction ^'
1
M	 "!
of the cost incurred in operating modern comput='_ gig facilities .}
is related to software development and man--machine interaction.
The years ahead show promise of direct verbal communication a
with cr^mputers, a capability which would not only improve {,
efficiency of operation, but would also pave the way for ^^	 .
truly general utilisation of computing systems by a large - ;^
.^
segment of potential users.
^,Interaction with computers, although an important area, ^;
is not the only app^.ication of automatic speech processing. j,^
!^
A system capable of breaking down speech into its basic
building blocks (^..e., phonemes} would find application ln^ , 3
almost every field of voice communication because of the con- ^




	 A system of this nature would also have other ^..
t	 -




.^ spoken word by devexopirig machines that preprocess speech and ^









I..	 ..:	 _ uw.^__m___-_...^.^-.---.^_--____.^
J
individuals usually have a speaking handicap because they
cannot hear themselves, a simpler system could also bra
I^
u developed to teach a deaf person correct pronunciation by
J] using biofeedback procedures.
The techniques which NASA has pioneered for the develop--
ment of space flight instrumentation axe ideally suited fox
conversion to the task of speech decoding.
	 Donald Lokexson
of the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center recognized tha.s
^ simz.larity, and he designed a quanta.zer to decode speech
phonemes and .sounds using many of the same techniques which
he developed for spaceflight electronic equipment (1y. 	 This
_ quantizer is a hardware device subject to the variability :^^:
'^ electronic components. 	 The purpose of the project reported.
in the following sections was to simulate the action of the
quantizer in a digital computer where such parameters as
gain, quantizer levels, thre:^halds, and filters could be con-
trolled easily and precisely.
	
At this stage of investigation
into	 idea,	 isLokersan's	 simulation	 a valuab7.e tool because
^-i, changes in the system can be made. at a fraction of the cost
^'
required to modify a hardware prototype. 	 After the quantizer
^`^ was simulated in a computer, its operation was tested w^.th
synthesized as we11 as real speech signals.	 3x.13. results
ff
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2. ^. OZ'E. RVIE^nT OF THE S1MUZ,ATTON APPROACH ^	
.,
^ The entire voice-decoding system was simulated in_a mini-
computer.	 Figuxe ^. shows a block diagram of the simulation.:r
•
,,_ Signalswere_derved-from. two sources: 	 (Z7 a phonetician ^	 ;;




E^j puter generated. waveforms. ,	The -first source raas` used far on-
1^.ne evaluat^:on af' t^ze system. 	 The second source was used
'^ ^	 _ ,:
-for studying system performance under controlled condta.ons.
After a signal ^s da.ga.tized, it zs processed by three r






outputs of ;these filters are'then fed into a simulation df
1
^^ ^ ^^




The nu^iber of pulses ^.s monitored by software pulse counters.
^.
`^ After agiven segment of a speech signal has been processed, '
^.
- ar after the counter for the second fari^ant out^aut reaches_ ,j
I^ a specified :coun-L, the formant ratios - FlIF^ and F S/F2 are ^,f i
competed.	 These. ratios are t3ien used to identify the nature




plot .with F^/F^ , and F SJF2 awes, or. tabulated on a: printer for ;
':.







^` "^ 2.2	 OPFRATxON OF:TH^ QUANTI2ER
.. .
'.
3^ The objectives bf the quaxit^.zer zs ^:to produce trains of
^^
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. forms shown in F a.gtire 2. Assume the g l {t) , g2 {t} and g^ (t}
are the inputs.. to quantizers 1, ^,Nand.3, respectively. 	 rn
this case gl {t} and g^(t} are equal.	 The quantizer requires..
three: parameters.:. 	 the number .of levels, : ampla.tude of the
maximt:;m and minimum. levels, and speci^icatifln o^ a stepping.
point in •mime for computation of the formant ratios F /F 	 and,l	 2
F^/F2 .	 ^n the example shown in Figure 2, there. are two
levels in the positive region and (b`{ symmetry)- two:levels-
in the negative region. Fo;+- the purpose of illustxation it
is assumed that the maximuiit quantizer levels are set equal
to the maximum signal arc^pltude.
	
The pulse trains are
generated in the following manner: 	 In the posit^.ve region..,
d p^u.lse is ini:t^.ated whenever a sigr^a.l enters an 'odd band-
I
{i.e., .the bands between levels Q-^., 2-3, ^-6, etc.} and 	 -
^ terminated when ^.t enters an even band': -The opposite i:s
true for the negative region.
	
Consider, for example, the'
pu^.ses generated by g 2 (t) iri Figure 2; , 	the signal starts in
-band 1, defined. by levels 0 and 1. 	 Since this is an odd
band, and the signal is in the positive region, a pu7:se is
,^
is init^.ated and cont^.nued untilg^.(t) enters band 2. 	 As
shown in the pulse_.diagram, the pulse dregs for as`3.ori^ as
# g2 (t} is xn this. band.	 When- g2 {ic) goes .back iE^to band l • a
near pu^.se is sta^t^d.
	
m^i^ p^a^.se is ternt^.nated when the sig-^
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it enters band 2 in that region. Application of this pr©--
cedure yielded the two train pulses shown in the figure. Ifs
for example; the quantizer were stopped at t ^ 4 sec., we.
would have the ratios F l/F Z = F^/F2
 W ^.^ since there would
be twice as many pulses for F2 than for Fl or FS.
2.3 RE^;ATIONSi7IP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF QUAVTIZER LEVELS AND
THE REQUIRF',D SAMPLING RATE
As indicated in the prey:.ous section, the number of pulses
output by the quantizer is determined by the number of traiw
sitions between quantizer bands in a given time period. When
a signal is digitizecl, therefore, it is impa:rtant that there
be at least one sample per band to assure that transitions
between bands are properly accounted for. In the following
discussion we consider the required sampling rate as a
function of the number of levels used in the quantizer.
Let fQ be the number of levels used in the positive
region of the quantizer and consider a function g(t)
Asin2^rft, where f is the signal frequen^:y in Hz. If this
function is sampled at time increments qt = ti -- tiwl we
see that the change of g(t) between samples is
pg = g (ti) -- g ^ti-1)




^,^	 ^By symmetry we consider the same number of levels in the
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I^	 ^ Since the fastest rate of change of a sine function zs at ^
i
the origin, it is of interest to examine the behavior of pg
'	
^E
i in the time interval between the origin and the first sample.
i^
.
In this case ti i_ l ^ 0 and pt ^ ti .	 Thus
^ i
^ I
pg -- As3si2^fpt	 (2 }
.r
If the levels are spaced uniformly and the maximum ^.evex is
E set at amplitude A, we have that their spacing is A/Q.
	 Tn
f
order to get at least one sample between any two levels, ^^










^ s3ss2nfpt	 (,^ }Qry
Solving for pt we have that the separation between samples ^ e
for a sine wave has to be, at least, }`,.^
pt t	 1	 sin 1 (1}	 ^^} I^,a^f	 Q . ^
,^ ^	 ,
where it is assumed that sin^^' (1/Q) is given in radians. 	 Tf E































^t ^ 360E s^ {Q)	 ( 7 }
The required sampling rate in samples/sec {or Hz} is simply
1/Ot. Several values of Q with their required sampl.a.ng
rates are shown in Table 1 for f = 3500 Hz. It is noted that
if Q = :32 a sampling rate in e^ccess of 700 KI#z is required,
TABLE 1
Q s.;.;^	 1 [4)	 ^ at sampling rate
(deg} {uses} {KHz}
32 1.792 1.421 703.5
16 3.583 2.$44 351.6
8 7.181 5.699 3.75.5
4 14,478 13..490 87.0
2 30.000 23.809 42.0
1 90.000 71.429 14.0
Although the foregoing analysis was carried out in terms
of a simple sine wave, it is indicative of the large number
of samples required for p^coper operation of the quantizer.
^n the following section we consider some approaches used in

















^^ 2. ^	 R$CONSTRUCTSOI^ OF SIGNALS
From Nyquist^s sampling theorem (2) we nave that a signal
whose maxa.mum frequency component is fmax can be completely
reconstructed from samples whose separation is less than
^./2fmax
 (z.e=, a sampling rate greater than 
2fmax)'	 The
'€	 ^
,1 reconstruction formula is given by
_.	 . _.	 ^-	 ^ ^^^ Wks	 ^	 son W (t - nT }	 { g )f (t} =







-° Ts = 1/fs , (fs is the sampling frequ^.^ney) ,
^^ '^^^ W is a nurr^er such .that 2 '^fmax ^ W	 ^^'^ (fs- fmax)
.	 ^^







`I ^ j The simplest form for the reconstructicn formula occurs for
^^ W = n/Ts , which g:Yves
i	 ^' «^ -sin (^^s
	nom)
)!^ f {t) _ ^ m f {nTs)	 7:t,^TS w nor	 (^ )n
i
i^ ^^^




^^ ^y It is of interest from a practical point of view to{
I





some specified accuracy.	 ^:r we define f (t) to be the value
i
-'' ^ given by the reconstruction formula when truncated to a finite





















where a is a number we can choose. Since the terms in the
^.
^; ^^	 ^
'°`	 series are tar e when n = t T ,or when t = nT:;	 g	 / s
	




	 to write the reconstruction formula for f(t) ir! the following^:^:^
manner:
{~
p^-N	 sin (^rrt/Ts - r^^)
^(t) _ ^ f(nTs)	 ^t T - nor	 (11)
n^rN	 / s
where p is the closest integer to t/Ts . This truncated
series contains 2N + l terms.
As an example, let f(t} = sin^7000 t so that f ^ 3500 Hz,
This may be considered to be the highest required frequency
( fmax } for voice communication. Thus, fs must be greater
than 7000. Choose f s = 10 5/ g , or Ts = 9 X 10-5 as determined
by practical considerations. Calculate the .required number
of terans (2N+1} for, (a} ^ = l^'l6, and (b} e = 1/32. The
reconstruction formula is
ntx1.05 - norp+N
	 s^ - 9
f(t} _ ^ sin{0.063n^}	 5
n^-N	 ^st.^10 _ nor
9
Results are shown in Table 2. They indicate, as expected,
that the largest number of terms is required when interpolating
midway between samples. Thus, values of f(t} lying between
sample values can be found to any desired accuracy by


























^ = 1/16 E W 1/32
No.
f {t)
'No. f {t^ -
of Terms of Terms
O.000OD 0 1 0 1 D
0.01579 0.03125 1 0 1 0
0.250DD 0.47486 13 0.45035 23 0.44854
D. 50040 0.83581 19 0.83767 35 0.83179.
0.75000 0.99627 7 1.032?2 2l 0.97374
D. 79365 1.00000 7 1.03011 13 A.99041




^ sample values, and thus the use of the •reconstruction for-
I.
i
^ mula is equivalent to using a much • higher sampl :a.ng rate,	 Tn
i
^^ ^ other words ,• use of Equation { Il) allows a much slower sam-
piing rate for an input speerch signal. 	 Tf Ny^si::ist's
sampl^.ng criterion. is satisfied, we are assured that it is
-
^ possible to obtain any desired number of interpolated _paints
a
^,^i between the sampled values.	 The accuracy of the new points
j^ j^ is determ^ .ned by the nu^►ber of terms used i.n Equation E3.?) .
I^,{^ Ali. the speecYi signals processed i.n this project were 	 i
^= ^	 ^^^
lowpass filtered at 35QD x2 pxior to samp^.^.ng in order to avoid
;^














above the required Nyquist rate of 7 KHz. After sampling, each
5.nput signal was filtered Into three formant regions., as
discussed in Figure ^., and the three resulting signals were
reconstructed to a rate specified from the computer keyboard.
Since, as shown in Table 1, the xequired effective sam-
pling rates are quite high, an approximation was used in
the quantizer which allowed utilization of much lower rates.
The approximation consisted of treating successive samples as
if they G^ere joined by a straight line. In this way erroneous
transitions between levels were minimized for signals whose
(reconstructed) sampling rates were below those indicated
in Table 1.
`^o illustrate the behavior of this approach, three
sine waves of 500, 1000, and 3000 Hz were created in the com-
puter at a sampling rate of Z00 KHz. Eighty blocks of data
of 128 samples each were generated for each function and fed
into the quantizer with and without the straight line approxi-
mation. Q = 32 was used in both cases which, according to the
figures in Table 1, should have required a sampling rate of
about 700 KHz for the 3000 Hz sine wave. After processing
all 80 blocks without the straight line approximation the
formant ratios were^Fl/F 2 = 0.775 and F 3/F2 = 1.15. TnTith
the straight line approximation the results were F l/F2 = 0.50].
and F 3/F2 = 2.93. These latter results are much closer to
































l obtained with the straight lzxae app^axirr^ati.pn were al:sa cxose
fox shorter processing blacks. 	 Figure 3 shows the results
',
^'j
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{	 ' *s^ L 4. 54^ ^. :x '3'7 :J. ^^: ;^E-t-43 :3. ^^^F^^:+E-t-0^ 4. 1'3 al,,E-^44
^	 `^
i	 i i ^ 4. 4^ :: ^. 44^; 4. ^2^}t3E•^-4^ 4. ^4 a4E-^4^ 4: 1 ^ ^ ;E^4^ I(
r	 ^ ^I
L^ o. ^^4 ^. ^^^ 4. ^ia4i;^-4^ 4. 1^4^^E^4^ 4. _^^^E-^4^ i-
' _$




4. ^4^ ^. ^;^^ ^. ^^^^Ef4:^ 4. ^^44^-^4^ ^. ;^^^E^^-a^
^.
I	 '
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^ .	 DLGITAL FTLTERIIQG.
The concept of digital filtering refers to the process
^ ox operat^.ng on a given digital signal to produce another
digital signal.	 Figure ^ illustrates this process. 	 The
input signal xs a sequence of numbers, 	 ^fm
 ^ = {`f 0' fl' f2'
f3 , ...}, generally acquired frori an analog-to-dig^.tal conver-
ter (ADC) or a direct digital input source.	 This sequence
is transformed by the digital filter, a term referring to a
,^
computational algorithm performed an the input sequence, to
^ 1 roduce an out ut sequence, 	 putatianal	 ^p	 P	 {gm }.	 The- com	 process
^]^ can correspond to the highpass filtering, lowpass filteri^gP
bandpass filtering, or athex desired trahsformation,
DIGITAL







Digital t^:ansformatan^ are most easily represented Y^y
linear difference equations. The digital process of Figure 4























in which the coefficient a k and bk
 are the character^:stic
coefficents of the digtal filter, :Observe that gm, the present
output of the filter, is computed from the present and past
values of the input (fm'
 fm^-1' fm-^-2' ... m-k) and the past
values of the output (gm-1' gm-2' •-•, gm-^), For an input
sequence which is generated periodically with pexiod T,
gm
 represents the filter output at t = mT (i.e. g(mT)}.
Tn this research, the continuous. processes of speech
and formant filterine^ were simulated by digital filtering
techniques. Figure 5 describes the simulation of the continu-
ous processes. The speech input is pe-rioda.caliy sampled,
digitized,_ and output to the formant filters as a sequence of
numbers, ^[ m ^. Each of the formant filters was simulated by
a digital falter and programmed on a PDP 11/^0 digital computer,
The computer transformed the speech sequence ^fm} by the
recursive equation of each formant filter to generate the
output sequences ^g^ }, {g 2m }, and {gam } to the quantizer.
several advantages are offered by this simulation
approach. First, a greater flexibility is achieved since the
filter characteristics can be altered by simply varying the
proper arathmetac coefficients. An aacbritarily high precision
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^^ ^ I	 ^ `used to represent ulae fi:^.ter coeff^.cients and .by the resolutQn^
1 ^!
of the I^DC in quantizing the i3iput. 	 FirialTy, tkie d.gtaZ
^^
filter simulation does nat have the ^rerformance-limitations
I^ of physical components.
^^
^^




tYie cha3ractex'istics" of :.the foxznant' filters since the speech
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^_._i Filter sections.	 The roll-off .characteristics for the .power
f
^;
gain of the fitter are given as 6N db/octa^;e. 	 wi and X12 ar:e
the half-power points of the gain and we ^ w2 - wl is the
i, filter bandwidth.
A digital filter is obtained from the analog filter
^^ by using the bilinear transformation to effectively transform
iBll
the analog poles and zeros into digital poles and zeros°
The power gain of the digital bandpass filter has the farm
.^_	 _._.^.^_^.^..__. _
	











































w^ =tan ^ (16)
#	 I and
T represents the period of the sampling frequency and
i
l^








section	 k = 1, 2, ..., 2
	
of the digital filter is presented
be^.owv
^ I^





^ a D (k) g (^-3T) -^- E (k) g{^-4^ 3') {^.8)
^	 !}I





























A Fortran computer program, fe^r the design of da.g^tal bandpass
.	 j 'fzlters is sho^trr	 xi Figure 6.	 The- inputs to the: stzbrout.ne ,
^P





vat. T. iza seconds, the number NS of fi^:t^r sections, wind the







generated by the program is N5 sets of fi7^ter coefficxentsp
-	 -^ A (k)
	
through E (k}	 for k = ^.,	 2,	 ... , P^'f 2.
After each formant filter was designed and simulated ^^
by the above approach, the sampled speech input, f m , was
operated on in parallel by the formant falters to generate
.the quantizer inputs, g^	 g2m , and gym	 This
approach provided a systematic method for determining and











:^L.q:.l iClE.1'i T rai=	 ^:F'llk::^ { F ^., F:^, ^ , h1^ , !^^- ?
c^:Er^r^^+ra 	 A(ic], ^.c5), ^t i.Cy , its), ^:i 1.^, 1^), ^+(ic^, ^.^), Ei 1^^, 1^), ^^FAFt 1E7, ^, ^[^)
Ltlr^lEN^^CUi^	 F14it^),F^ti^)
1^J1 =^I1`a(F i t^1F)#F'T^T}1'^CU:^ (Fi tfi^EF l#F`I#T}
W^'=^TrafF^(IVF)#FIST) ^+^u'L,EF^thlF)#FT-^T)
-W i #W i -tt^W^'^W^
DC^	 i ^t7	 E^= ^., iW^,
ice: =^} r.W, { F Lr:iAT (:^# i F,^-!^^ } --1) ^F'I!FU^AT f 4#^l^ 1 ?
F;^F'#^! 1 #W^
X = 1. +F+C+R+^
A[!rlF, Fes)=W^^:#Wr ^'x
b
1 ^^	 rr (CIF, ^k) = (1. —F'-^^?—R^-^ ? .^'K ^'
^tCi	 i^C^	 T=1, iU ,^^ ^
s^,F:AF(NF, ^', ^^:)-. ^i,-^. '^;#FL^iAT{ I-1) ^':^.
K=t i. l^kAF{^lF, ^, }^) — i. }^#(i. lFLt^ATt4#t^1) } ^ -^^
:^;^:ti!-^^;!F^f" t iFICa.W^#X#X+4. ^W13t'W'^) .-^ r
1E,^a
	
^;F.AFtrWF, 1, F:}=AT^^ f F1TASW(. ^#tW^:^#X+FL^^AT(:^ it^ti„i-1}#:^,r,!)) )!ti'T#T? ='^ t
fiETUFirtil . J
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^w puter,.the speech decoder was tested with .speech data generated	 i
'''^, !^"^^	
i








deep	 voice..	 Two sets of sounds _were generated by each-
^,
speaker.	 The first set.'. consisted of .:sustained ` uowel.s 'aid	 -	 ^
r^
^






































^n the following discussion we refer to the woman as
speake^c 1 and the man as speaker 2. The code
^.YZ
wall be used to denote the sounds speakex, and sample number,
in that Q^cder. For . example, - sample number 1 of the sound
"i°' spoken Tay speaker number 2. will. be:  denoted by i.21.






^ TI^e data- in Table 3 will be used as a basis for evaluating ^,
systeria performance.	 The main points of interest in this




f i 	 ^^
men_ , women, and. children.













obtained by averaging a number of speakers and also than
	 a
I . the approach we have sim4^.ated is different from simply ob-
-` i';
^^




In order: to obtain a measure of expected location and
'-' separation between. voWaels, the ratios F 1/F2
 and- F3/F^ were
1 ^^^^
computed from the data in Table 3 and plotted on the. ^ox-^tar^t
•
j space shown in Figure 7.








men, woman., and children were considered.
	 It is important to`
^'
^^




mainly into five disjoint regions in the F1/F2 axis,- but
^
E












All the speech sounds described in the previous section
	 -,I
were recorded on audio tape.
	 The tape was then p^.ayed back
' i ^f
'!^ into the computer. analog--to-digital converter far digitization. 	 f
^^
3
'' ;r; ^	 j,
;.^
All signals were lawpass filtered at 35Q0 Hz {to avoid al^.asng)
	 ,
j
l^ before digit^.zation at I1 KHz.
	 Sixty blocks of data of 256
samples each were. generated from each speech sound and stored 	 .^
`9
^^^











,f3^iC^^L i'.^; r^;i; Iu b ,. ' .	
-	 25
'i'ubie 3. Averages o4 tvnclamenta! frequencies .end the first Three torment Frequencies tsl'
vatnreis producer) by seventy-six spe:aicers: shirty-three men, Twenty-eight v^umen, (sheen
chilc(ren. [1':rble Irnra Handbook at Speech t'athoiogy, edited t,y Lee Fdward Fravis];^ppletan-
Crntury-Crolts, Fduria[ianal Di^dsian. !L •teredi[h Cnrp^ 1957.'
t' r r: ^ n ^ u u ^ ^
Fundamental M 136 135 f30 f27 124 129 137 f41 130 133
Frequencies	 !/Y 235 232 223 270 212 2l8 232 231 221 z18
fr,'z)
	
t:h 272 21a'9 Za0 251 258 2B3 2TB 274 261 26f
Forman(
Frequencies(t-Iz)
M 27D 390 530 fi60 730 570 a4D 30D 6aD 490
f = ^ W 3i4 43D 610 8fiD 850 590 470 370 76D 5Q4
Ch 370 530 6°D 1D10 1430 680 560 430. 854 650
!41 2290 199D 1840 172D 1090 840 1020 870 119D 1550
:"_ W 2790 248D 2330 2050 1220 924 7160 950 1400 1640
. Ch 3200 2734 2610 2324 1370 i4^i4 1470 1170 1590 1820
M 3410 2550 248D 2414 244D 2.410 2244 2244 2590 169fl
F3 W 3310 3070 299D 2854 2810 2710 268D 2670 278D 1980
Ch 3734 36CiD 3570 3320 3170 3180 3310 3250 336D 2164
4.3 FORMA^`3T FALTER ^ETT^NGa
The settings fos: the three formant filters were chosen
to span the extremes of all the formant frequencies in Table




F3: z l oa-3800 H^
Experiments with nonoverlapping filters covering the sate
^^`	 overall range were tested early in the ^.nvestigation and then
	 ^ r^^	 '
1 ^:	 '^	 -^
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^.4 SELECTION AND SETTSNG OF QDANTIZER LEVELS
Implementation of the quantizer requires a choice on the
number of levels as well as the relative setting of the
maximum and minimum levels. Experiments wexe conducted with
several sinusoidal and speech signals to determine optimum
settings for these parameters. Based on the results obtained
wit^^ straight-lines approximations in the quantizer (see
Section 2.3) the outputs of the three formant filters discussed
in the previous section were reconstructed to 100 KHz before
they were input into the quantizer. Reconstruction was
accomplished by using Equation (11) with N = 10 so that a
total of twenty-one terms were used in calculating each
^.nterpolated point. We found this number of terms to be ade^
quate in creating a smooth approximation between speech samples
taken at 11 KHx.
Two approaches were investigated for setting the quantizer
levels. TY-ie first was to set the maximum quantizer level for
a segment of data (e,g., lU msec) equal to the absolute peak
value of the signal in the previous segment. The second
approach was to set the max:Lmum level equal to the absolute
value of the ave.^age of the signal. in the previous data seg-
meat. In both cases the minimum quantizer level, was set equal
to the negative of the maxixr¢um level,	 ^^
i;	 `^
In order to illustrate the relative effects of these 	 ^'
















































equally-spaced levels on each side of the abscissa. Both ,
approaches were used, with the peak or average values updated
every 10 msec. The results are shown in Figure 8 for peak-
value settings and in Figure 9 for average-value settings.
The ranges spanned by the data for each level setting are
enclosed by a labeled rectangle. Two significant improvements
are evident in the average-value approach: first, the results
in Figure 9 are much c^.oser to the ideal region (inner box)
and second, the regions spanned by the data tended to shrink
about the ideal region as the number of levels was increased.
In the case of Figure €;, on the other hand, a strong tendency
to shift left is evident for 1 and 2 Levels. Although this
effect is also present in Figure 9, the shift i5 much smaller
(note that the axis scales are logaxithmic). It has been
oux experience that eight levels appear to yield results
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The vowels and words described in Section 4.1 were pro-
cessed usin ei ht ositive and ei ht ne ative
'	
g g p
	 g	 g	 quantizer levels.
The input speech signals were sampled at 11 KHz and filtered
using the filter bandwidths given, in Section 4.3. After fil-
taring, the three formant signals were reconstructed to an
effective sampling rate of 100 KHz by using Eq.(ll} with
r	 ^I
N^10.	 The maximum and minimum quantizer levels were set using
the averaging grocedur^ described in Section 4.4.
	 Quantization
^^ results were output every 16 blocks of reconstructed data,
where each block contained 128 samples.
	 A complete tabulation
of all results is inclz^ded in the Appenda.x.
^1
_	 Figure 10 is a summary of the best ratios obtained for
the sustained vowels listed in Section 4.1.
	 The entr^.es
shown in this figure are the three sets of ratios which, for
,^
i	 q
each speaker, were closer to their corresponding idea. region.
It is noted that for each vowel the location of Fl/F2 ratio
',
^^
is quite close to the ideal region.
	 The results are not as
^..
close for the F3/F2 ratios.
	 In particular, this ratio was
r;.
'!^
^. high for the vowel 3'for both speakers and for the vowel ate:
for speaker 1. This is not unexpected Since, as mentioned
u^	 earlier, the formant space is divided into only two principal
^;^:
	
regions on the vertical axis.
As shown in Figure 11, similar results were obtained with the
^.,I!
	
words containing the above vowels. Separation in the FZ/F2 axis
^,
	 was as expected for all vowels. Separation in the F3/F2 axis
k
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Q	 Heed.11 ^}?	 ^
^	 Heed.21 ^ ^^
'	 2.5 _d	 Who'd.11 y ^
^	 Whv'd.21
d	 Heard.11 ^ ^'
^	 Heard.21 ^	 o^d




1.9 ♦ 	 Hod. 21 ^	 ^
I.B 0	 Had. 11 ^
^ L 7 ^	 Had.21 ^ ^	 Q
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Considering that the ideal formant regions in Figures 10 and
^,
,^.^.
^ 11 were obtained by averaging resu^.ts over many speakers (see
^^,: Section 4.1}, it appears that the quantizer is performing as
°.^
:^ ^ expected.	 The discrepancies on the F 3jFa axis require further
attention-^--most likely in the filter settings and length of
^ ^ data blocks processed between results.
;:.
^4
Figures l2 through 23 axe plots of all the data in the
__^ Appendix.
	 The arrow in each of these figures indicates the
E
starting point.	 The principal features of these plots are the




results between the man and woman.
	
Tt is noted, however, that the
F;
^' ^'
formant trajectories for the man are much more clustered than
^`
^;
those for the woman.	 Since the ratios were output over the
. f ^ same time increments, these results seem to indicate that it
•i would be desirable to incorporate into the system some procedure
..^
"f for frequency normalization. 	 Qne possibilit;{ is to output the
^
^'
^^ ratios at the end of every Bitch segment (i.e., sound burst).
j Xmplementation of this procedure would require processing the
^^
input signal prior to filtering in order to determine the
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^^	 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECDMMENDATIONS
The overall conclusion of this investigation is that the
k
:l quantizer achieved consistent separation with the vowels
f' tested,	 in the Flformant
^^
particularly	 /F2 axis of the
	 space.
^!	 i It was found that eight equally-spaced positive and ^ne-
i'^




thirty-two such levels, but represented some improvement over
^ four levels.	 Thus, it appears that eight levels on either
^	 ^^ side of the :abscissa a:re quite adequate for processing speech
^' data.	 Similarly, it was found that setting the maximum
f quantizer level to the absolute value of the average of the
,;`	 ^ previous block of processed data gave better results than using
^: the peak of the waveform ^.n the previous data block.
F;
Althou h theg	 performance of the quantizer was reasonably
I '	 ^
^^	 ^
close to the ideal formant regions shown ^,n Figure 7, there
are several, areas of investigation which, in our opinion,
i
jl^^ require further attention.	 These are listed below.
^ Filter settings:	 The formant filters were set to encom-




,.	 ,	 ^	 ^:
Table 3 for men, women, and children,
	 zt is likely that
^€	 ^^
^!
improved performance could be obtained if the filters were
j^	 ;^r set in an adaptive Way to correspond with same (as yet uniden-
^
4	 1

























Computation 2nterval for Formant Ratios: We fee]. that
a more meaningful approach 5hol}^.d be developed to des^.gnate
the intervals in which the formant ratios are computed. To
this effect, we recommend that a procedure to detect the
beginning and ending of pitch intervals {i.e., sound bursts)
in the input signals be developed. Computation of the
formant ratios could then be keyed to these intervals.
Setting of Formant Levels: The maximum (and by symmetry
the minimum) formant levels were set independently far each
formant. It appears worthwhile to investigate the effects
of using one of the formants as a normalization factor to set
the levels for the remaining formants. This approach would
thus take into account differences in amplitudes between the
three formant signals.
St would be of value tc incorporate the above features
in the existing software system and reprocess the data l^.sted
in this report. The objectives of this experime^it would be
to ascertain whether these changes could improv^n separation
in the F3/F2 axis and also reduce the trajectory scatters"
for speaker 1.
One of the most time-consuming factors in this in^esti-^
potion was to record, , digitize, and preprocess (i.e., recon^
struct) speech signals. The quantizer functions discussed
in this report could be incorporated in a microprocessor
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the versatility of a prototype a.n wha.ch changes can be is
^^ made easily by modifying the software. 	 A future task in ^^.k
this area should at least include a definition and cost of
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^^	 Computer Printouts of Processing Results
The following data were generated by the procedure des--
cribed in Section 4. Speech signals were sampled at 11 KHz
;; ^	 and reconstructed to an effective sampling rate of 100 K^iz.
^.
Eight positive and eight negative levels were used in each of
^	 the three quantizers. The quantization results were printed
z.
aut every 16 blocks of the reconstructed data, with each
^	 bloclt containing 128 samples. The maximum positive quantizer
j	 levels for each 16-blank data segment were set to the absolute
value of the data average in the previous Zfi-block segment.
[;	 Each formant was scaled separately, anc! the min^.mum quantizer

































^,^ T .^^f S - C ^ U ^f T 5 -	 - -
G1 k F1jF2 F3jF2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.3.09 D.929 90. fl 827. d 7E8. 4
32 D.13.9 0.947 82.5 693.0 E56.5
48 0.115 '!.d27 81.5 713..5 731.0
64 0.112 1.081 77.0 687.0 72.5
80 0.111 1. X194 82.5 743.0 812.5
96 0. 110 1.125 75.0 684.5 770.0
lI2 0.125 1.21 81.0 647.5 803.5
12S 0.1.12 3..313 76.5 681.5 895.0
144 0.108 1.243 77.0 713.5 8$7.0
160 0.111 1.D72 85.0 763.D 838.0
3.76 0.121 1. D73 90.0 73.0 '797.5
192 0.115 1.066 87.d 753.5 80x.5
208 0.139 1.336 82.5 593,4 792,5
224 0.223 2. G'!7 78. D 3^^9. 0 704,0
240 0.116 1.4$3 74.0 606.fl 899.[
256 D. 3.07 1.34 72,5 678.5 973.0
272 0.103 1.243 67.5 655.5 83.5.(3
288 4.116 1.391 78.fl 673.0 936.0
304 0.059 1.3.85 69.0 695.5 824.0
320 4.111 1.25D 74,5 G?2.d 840. r7
RAT Z	 C! ^ C C1 ^^ T S
Bi k F1^F2 F31F2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.125 1.274 82.5 657.5 837.5
32 0. lfl7 1.055 82, 5 773.0 8].5.5
48 0.3.08 1.180 75.5 7D0.0 826.0
64 0.3.3.2 1.1^}1 82.0 730.0 833.0
80 a,1fl8 1. 128 8fl.0 738.0 832.5
96 0.1Dfl 1.010 78.5 785,0 792.5
112 D.093 1,D11 7Fi.0 814.5 823.5
3.28 0.102 1. D34 7S. 0 733. D 758.0
144 0.097 1.101 73.5 754.0 f^30. S
160 0.097 3..038 72.d 742.0 770.5
176 0.124 1.157. E^^. S 680.5 783.0
192 0.099 1.062 76. fl 770.5 838.0
208 0.300 1.D66 724.5 722.0 770.0
224 0.13 ra 1.0$0 74.0 5u7.0 591.0
24D D.27,9 0:955 47.5 217.0 207.5
255 0.12,7. 1.559 47..0 339.0 528.5
	 '
272 0,17'S 2,148 64.5 368.0 790.5
288 0.151 1,906 60.5 401.0 764.5
304 U.1G^3 7..992 55.D 391.0 779.0
320 0.22 ► 1.449 126. S 563.5 816, S
336 0.220 1.453 135.fl 614.5 ^93.fl
352 0.228 1.277 12fl.5 527.5 6,'3.5
368 0.282 1.322 133.D 472.0 624.0
384 0.282 7..549 31S.S 42(}.0 650.5
400 0.206 7..389 89.5 435.5 605.0
..,. _	 _	 _
^^
^	 -^



















_RAT_^[^ S _cour^fTS __
^^k FZ/F2 F3^F2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.198 1.331 96.5 486,5 647.5
32 0.183 1.398 96.0 531.0 742.5
48 0. 175 1.417 90.5 517.0 732.5
64 0.155 3..286 90.0 546.5 703.0
80 0.142 7..137 90,0 633.0 720.E
9fi 0.145 7..167 83.5 S7e.5 673.0
7.^1j 2 0.1x2 1.7.73 $9.0 5{$6.0 687,5128 0.136 ^ a 146 82.5 6U 4,5 693.0
144 0„123 1.7.46 77.5 628.0 720.0
I60 0.123 3.106 78,0 635.0 702.5
175 0, i 22 1.039 84. 0 6'0. 0 717.0
192 0.119 1.115 79.0 6E4.5 743.0
20 8 0, 123 1.O SG 77. 0 627. S 687.. 5
224 0.3.20 3.132 75.5 62?.0 697.0
240 0.140 1.04-9 87.0 623.5 654.0
256 0.136 1.053 93.0 685.0 721.0
272 0.149 1.065 91. S 63.6.0 65G. t7
288 0.116 0.966 90.5 777.0 750.5
30^ 0.375 1.039 83.0 473.5 492.0
32CP 0.140 1.7.11 82.fl 587.0 652.0
336 0.145 1.187 82,5 569.0 675.5
352 0.127 1.159 79.5 627.0 727.0
36$ 0.I3$ 1.240 75.5 549.ia 6$0.5
384 0.132 1.279 77,5 585.5 749.0















..^ _	 .. ^.^,.>.....^ _ 	11 ......_ ^.	 __	 .^.. as
^ dl T ^	 [S	 S
B]k F1/F2 F3/F2
16 0.215 1.39 ^
32 0.153 1.176
48 0.214 1.194














304 0.140 1 .o2s
320 0.1.51/ 0.992
335 0.3.4-3 3..133
352p /0^^ . q3. #6^ 4 1.A56
^^G ti/. 14. 4 ^s 0$ J
384 0.342 1.3G^3
400 0.3.40 3.m 254
Cf ^1 Id T S
F1 F2 F3
335.5 630.5 753.0
95.0 620.5 '729. 5
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R A T 10 S C C U ^! T S
8 ^ k F1/ F2 F3/ F2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.440 ?.962 160.0 364.0 714.f?
32 0.421 1.869 167.0 39G.5 741.0
4$ 0.4tF8 1.922 172.5 385.0 740.0
G4 0.444 1,962 x65.5 373.0 732.0
80 D, 417 1.921 1.52.0 388.5 746.5
96 0.43.9 1.793 170.0 405.5 727.0
112 0.396 1.651 1.73b0 437.0 721.5
3.28 0.412 1.$1.9 1G7.0 405.5 737.5
3.44 0.463 1.973 3.71..0 369.5 729.0





0, ry2.53.9^ 17J. D r2^ 83.5 71. 4^ . n0192 D s 642 2.08 173.0 2G9. 5 F49 oV
208 0.670 2,379 205.5 30fi,a5 668.0
224 0.672 2.076 199.5 297.0 616.5
240 0.703 2,23.3 196.0 279.0 589.5
256 0.672 2.458 170.0 253.0 622.0 .
7p 2r2j 0. y644 5 '87 7ry2. 96± . 0^ 1y.'s9.0 385.5288 Dr 191 2. ^l 1 2L`• 0 136• 326.5
304 0.167 1.974 fi3.5 380.0 750.0
320 0.3.63 1.865 67.0 43.1.0 766.5
336 D.172 2.099 G5.5 380.5 798.5
352 0.212 1.593 111.0 522.5 832.5
368 0.7.19 1.4$8 127. S 553.5 85$.5
384 0,248 1..497 129.5 522.0 783..5
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....	 •.-,. -.	 ... ^.,^..-	 -^...^	 -	 -
R d1 T I	 p S C	 [3	 f1	 ^^	 T	 S
f3l E: F1/F2 F37F2 F3 F2 F3
16 0 ^1$ 1.453 14D. a 44D,d 63x,5
32 d. a27 ^.. 18f 137.0 418, 5 t^96. S
48 0.292 1.268 148,0 506.5 64c.0
64 D.322 1.2$5 155.5 485.5 625.4
8D 0.382 1.355 159.0 41fi•.5 564.5
96 0.394 .1.445 160.5 447,5 5S9.D
112 0.361 1.510 163,5 453.D 58t^.0
128 0.44G 1.523 178.5 1t dD.d 609.0
144 D.422 1.4s1 148,0 354.5 519.4
160 0.4Dfi 1,G53 174.4 428.5 708.5
3.75 0.528 1.717 165,4 3x2,5 536.5
i92 0.552 1.445 170.5 349.0 447.5
208 0.412 2.i2D 154.0 374.0 79..D
224 D.415 1. Gd1 it^2.5 342.5 5t^S.5
240 0.349 1.376 152.5 436.5 600.5
256 0.373 x.,407 175.0 469.5 a60.S
'	 272 4.429 1. 416 172.0 t^d0.5 5G7. D
288 d. 351 1. G75 3.it2. [^ 4D4.5 677.5
3d4 0. t^56 1.425 171.5 376.5 536p5
320 0.519 x..583 160.5 309,0 489.0
336 d,40G 1.83.E 14D,5 346.D 629.0
352 0.34 ri 1. T83 3.41.5 4[18.5 728.5
368 0.34u a.lt.5v 153.0 449.5 555.5
384 0.579 1.937 194.0 335.0 649.0
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_ R A T I Q S C Cf U^ T S
BZ k F1 /F2 F3/^2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.359 1.823 126.0 351.0 S4D.0
32 0.330 1. C44 7-3^^. ^? 4Q5.5 666.5
48 O.1E16 1.492 15a.0 360.5 538.0
64 0.434 1.816 143.5 333..0 601. D
80 0.377. 1.569 149.5 ^^03.0 632.5
96 0,407 1.441 160. 0 3^'3.a 566.5
x12 0.418 3..351 366.0 397.D 536.5
128 D, 366 1.284 3.53.5 41.0 538.0
144 0.419 1.445 177. 0 422.5 610.5
1GD 0.552 1.824 179.0 324.5 592.0
3.76 0.468 1.565 3.80.5 385.5 603.5
3.92 0.373 1.50 8 165.5 444.0 669.5
208 0.394 1.632 7.55.0 393.D 663..0
224 D.382 7..596 146.5 384.a 613.0
240 0.x48 1.3G9 189.5 345.5 47.0
256 0.424 1.^^10 172.5 4D6.5 573.0
272 D.357 1.46E 3.42. t7 3a7.5 583, 5
z8s D.3a3 2. 1#5 Iz^.S 344.5 739.D
304 0.x97 1.863 ss.5 347.D 546.5
:320 0.213 1.7'32 77.D 3£2.0 627.4
33E 0.194 1.876 75.5 388.5 729.0
352 0.194 1.966 7k.5 385.0 757.0
368 0.185 1.899 76.5 414.D 786.0
384 D.1$5 1.861 78.5 425,0 791.0











223 .n 3 D O,D 711 .s
208,5 295.5 778.5
214.0 297.0 74-7. 0
217.0 293..0 753.5
2(13.0 290. fl F50.5
198,0 293.,0 742.5
3.95.5 299.5 785.5




















96 D. 7 43 2,?72
112 0,706 2.635
3.28 0.721 2.515



















































_^ I T T	 cs	 s c u u^ T s
B^ f; F1/F2 F3/F2 F1 F2 ^3
16 0,538 2.065 173.5 322.5 666.0
32 0.638 2.038 208.0 325.0 66+.5
48 O.G77 2.036 ?1E,0 319.0 6#9.5
64 O.GSZ 2.400 203.0 311.5 747.5
80 0.7x0 1,902 22&.0 325:5 619.0
96 0.728 2.092 222.5 305.5 639.0
112 0.7x2 2.747 205 .i1 28$.0 791,0
128 0.739 2.Ei15 211.0 285.5 746.5
1.44 0.67E 2. G31 3,87. 0 276. 5 727.5
160 O.E50 2,E0$ 1x5.0 284.5 742.0
176 0.647 2.8xE8 168.0 259.5 739e0
192 0.687 2.424 186.5 271.5 fi58.0
208 0.569 2.4 i^5 167,0 293.5 717.5
224 0.599 2.580 172.(! 2$7.0 740.5
240 0,575 2.551 162.0 281.5 713.0
256 0.567 2.457 162.5 2$6.5 704.0
272 O.G60 2.774 17G.5 267.5 742.0
288 O.G35 2.914 163.0 256.5 7^a7.5
304 0. G10 2. EE61 150.0 246.0 635 . S
320 0.190 2.231 46.5 244.5 545.5
33G 0.147 2.112 61.0 414.5 875.5
352 0.218 1.G65 95.5 437.5 72$.5
368 0.239 2.113 89.5 375.0 792.5
384 0.167 2.3.48 G1.0 365.5 785.0




















R ^ T ^	 C! S
fil k FZ/F2 F3/F2




so 0.6^.^. 2.13 s

















































214.0 278. ^'1 840,[3
189.E zs^.o 847.a
193.5 2sa.Q 746.5

























R A T I	 (^	 S C	 (l	 U iJ	 T S _
i;T k F1/F2 F3lF2 F1 F2 ^3
16 0.777 2.560 226,5 291.5 748.5
32 0.673 2.509 184.5 274.0 687.5
48 0.485 2.454 151.0 311.5 764.,5
64 O.G43 2,354 199.fl 309.a 728.5
80 0.654 2.SS1 179.0 269:5 687.5
96 O.S67 2.326 179.0 315.5 734.0
112 0.605 2.3SG 172.5 285.0 671,5
128 0.688 2.2$3 200.5 291.5 G6S.5
144 0.695 2.312 191.5 275,5 637.0
160 0.710 2.195 198.0 279.0 612.5
176 0.84E 2.237 225.0 26F.0 595,0
192 0.757 1.674 202.0 267.0 447.0
208 0.694 2.567 172.0 248.0 fi36.5
224 0.592 2.361 173.0 292.0 639.5
240 0.773 2.229 '12.5 275.0 613.0
2S6 0.73.9 2.4;:12 181.5 252.5 606.5
272 0,458 1.668 174.5 381.0 635.5
288 0.641 2.1351 177.5 277.0 568.0
30 lf 0.326 ^.. S51 150, 0 460.0 73.3.5
320 0.318 1,Q02 120.5 378.5 720.0
^^
I'^l'









#Z A T E	 (^	 S C C3	 U	 h!	 T S
Old F1/F2 F3i'F2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.736 2.342 2jE0.0 326.0 76.3 .'5
32 0.771 2.230 251.5 326.0 727.0
48 0.303. 2.614 248.0 309.5 809.0
GAF O,.SS6 2.468 260.5 304.5 7S1.S
30 0.820 2.404 248.5 303.0 728.5
9fi 0,8?3 2, 434 248.0 302.5 751.5
112 0.793 2.408 241.0 304.0 732.0
128 G,743. 2.270 23G.0 318.5 723.0
144 0.87.9 2,569 242.5 296.0 760.5
160 0.7G2 2.428 222.0 291.5 708,0
17fi 0.724 2.434 20G,0 234.5 F92.5
3.92 D.74D 2.512 202.0 273. D 713.0
208 0.7fi8 3.596 156.0 213.0 730,0
224 0.597 2.442 1511. 5 21G. D 527.5
240 a,fi27 3.D35 3.s3.0 2sD,0 7s9.0
255 0.564 2.612 177.5 3x4.5 82.3..5
272 0.590 0.878 154.5 2E^2.0 230.0
288 O.S86 3.204 150.5 257on 823.5
304 0.527 2.989 149.(1 2E2.5 844.5
320 0.488 3.3.75 128.5 263.5 836,5
336 0,407 3.709 97,0 238,5 334.5
352 0.300 2.964 a4,5 20"7..5 834.5
368 0,265 2.627 77.0 290.5 763.0
384 D.231 2.387. 77.0 333.0 793.0




-^_	 ,	 ,.	 __^ ._,n,..^
q.
6 G ^	 ";,:
hawed.11
?^	 ^ S A T I	 C1	 S C C! U^ T S
-
,..^ B1 fc F1 /F2 F3/F2 F1 ; 2	 - ^ 3
16 D.522 2.055 175.5 336,5 69 I,5
32 0.569 2.D85 187.D 328.5 685,D













96 D.6Z4 2.'S3f' 206.0 330.D 835,0
112 0.594 2.391 191.,5 322.5 771.0
`f 128 0,564 2.6D2 182,0 322.5 839.0r
^ 144 0.589 2,218 182.5 310,0 687.5
. 16D D.579 2.413 174.D 3DO.5 725,0
^'. 17G 0.4$5 2.774 141.5 291.5 80$.S
^{ 1.92 D.545 2.464 151.D 277.D 682,5
208 0.640 2.836 1G8.D 262.5 744.5
224 0.592 2.603 156.5 264.5 688.5
1' Z40 0.597 3.341, 157.5 264.D 882,D
''`^ 2S6 0.607 2.906 148.5 244.5 710.5
272 0.504 2,874 x.37.0 272.0 783.0
}'	 ' 288 0.521 3.182 ].37,'5 264.0 840.0
''^. 304 0.45G 2.525 138,5 304.D 767,5
32D 0.348 2.15? 119.5 343.0 737.5
336 0.164 2.5GS 31.0 189.5 4$6.DIq
352 0.152 1..956 61,D 402.0 786.5
358 0.158 1.966 G2.5 394.5 775.5
384 0.1.62 1.913 61..5 378.5 724,U3.
44D D.262 1.653 133.5 51D.5 844.0
^°° 416 0.262 1. 6E1 127. S 4u6.5 808.0
i"
wa









































RAT i U S ^C3 ^ 7 S
^a Blk F1/F2 ^3/F2 F1 F2 F3
^,
,16 0.577 3.217 145.11 251.5 849.0 ^
_	 ^1"''': 32 0. S98 3. 7R5 139, D 232.5 880.0 i ,.^
48 0.627 2,943 1fiFf.5 2G2.5 762.0
'	 ;; 64 4,E59 2.71D 178.5 271. [f 734.5
'
SD 0.644 2.845 1G9.fl 2F2:5 747.0 ^^.o 96 0.F53 3.fl90 17D.5 261.0 846,5 ^`
112 0.668 2.941 175.D 262.D 770.5
128 0.678 2, 64D 168.5 248. S 656.0
^-° 3.4.4 0.68# 3.?48 1Fi1.5 236.4 766.5
160 4, 733. 2. 82S 175.5 240.0 678.0 ..:
17fi D.7^€7 2.703 177.. ^} 229. D 63.5. fl ^
^. 192 0.752 2.E45 1$3,0 243.5 fi4ir,fl '
2D 8 0.761 3.885 145.0 190.5 740, D
224 0.641 3.140 1SiE.5 241.0 747.0 u	 .
2 i^D 0.746 3.3fi6 186.5 250.0 84.1.5
u°' 2S6 4.569 2.560 154.5 271,5 695.0
272 0.645 2.884 172.5 267.5 771.5 ,,
288 D.fi23 2.935 158.0 253.5 744.0 ^
^. 304 0.638 3.401 156.0 244.5 833.0 '`` 	 ^
320 0.642 2.5 .12 168, 0 263..5 672.5
F ' 336 4.7D6 3.065 157.5 223.D 683.5
`°`
"
352 0.7 p 4 j.118 172,5 245.0 764.0
. 358 fl.788 3.434 154.5 7.96.0 673.0 ii^:
384- D. 684• 3. fl13 7.88.0 275.0 $28.5 ;^
44D 0.8k^1 3.83.3 15D.5 179.0 682.5 "	 ^s^^^^
hart^d.21
^? ^ T^ Q S C CS LI N T S
8 i ^C F1/ F2 F3/ F2 FI F2 F3
3.6 0.50I 2.566 I56.5 312.5 8D2.0
32 0.551 3.159 156.0 283.0 894.0
4s D.526 3.279 141 .s 269.D 8s2.D
64 D.652 2.644 194.0 297.5 7$6.5
80 0.739 2.851 188.0 268.0 764.0
96 D.732 2.527 195.0 266.5 673.5
112 0.666 2.54# 1.80.5 271.D 639.5
128 0.657 2.479 182.0 265.D 6x7,0
144 0.713 2.440 185.5 200.0 634.5
160 0.696 2.543 179.5 2S$.0 s56.D
176 Q.G77 2.335 1.59.0 235.0 549.5
192 O.GZ2 2.EI4 15D.0 241.0 63D.0
208 0.595 2.63.6 lti5.0 277.5 726.4
22^► 0.607 2.:179 166.5 274,5 598.0
240 0.680 2.303. 199.0 252.5 673.0
?56 D.631 2.845 140.D 222.0 E31,S
272 0.579 2.351 3.76.5 305. D 73.7. 0
288 0.545 2.120 1E7.5 307.5 652.D
304 0.330 1.75D 3.36.0 412.5 722.0
320 D.436 1.292 163.5 375.0 484.5
336 0.249 I. 53.6 122.0 4-86.5 737.5
352 D.210 3..526 93.D 443.5 677.D
368 0.23.3 1. ^:^'^ 73.5 345. D 5I6.5
384 0.23.2 i.. 09 88. 5 417.0 73;7.5
400 0.222 3.. 814 99.0 446.5 81t1. D
u. 11
RAT ^	 C^	 S C ^
	 ZI ^^ T S
Blk F1/FZ F3/F2 F1 F2 F3
1.6 D. 204 3..227 117.5 575.0 705.5
32 D.166 1.279 ^l7.5 586.5 750.0
48 0.3.73 1.328 97.5 5F2.5 747.0
64 0.16E 3,.227 86.5 521.0 639.5
80 fl. 171 1,3[15 SJ.O 519.5 678,0
96 0.173 3.,399 8F.5 499.5 699.0
11z 0.178 ^.. 3^# 92. ^ s 2 a. 0 699, 0
128 0.166 1.•278 8C.5 520.fl 664.5
144 0.174 3..357 88.5 509.0 690,5
160 0.147 1.362 77.fl 523.0 712.5
176 fl.130 1.202 77.0 590.5 709. S
1^2 0.11:3 1.192 79.5 5^'7, fl 664.0
208 0.226 1. E13 89.0 393.0 634.0
224 0.455 2.022 111,5 245.0 495.5
240 0.316 1.925 123.5 391..0 752.5
256 0.3fl3 1..894 124,5 4:11.5 779.5
272 fl.342 1..995 129.fl 377.5 753.0
288 fl.335 1,967 127.0 37°.0 745.5
304 {1.328 1.854 122.5 373.5 692.5
320 0.314 2,045 3.25.0 397.5 813.0
336 0.351 2.344 120.0 341.5 800.5
352 0.31.P 1.986 1.21..5 381.5 757.5
368 0.326 2.069 125.5 385.5 797.5
384 0.406 2.280 127,0 313.0 713.5
4fl0 0.358 2.397 123.0 343.5 823,5





















_ R A_ T_ Y d 5 C	 [^	 ^	 1•!	 T	 S
Btk F1/F'2 F3IF2 ^^. F2 F3
16 0.163 1.194 97.5 596.5 712.5
32 0.246 1.380 91..5 371.5 512.5
48 0.230 x.,592 100.0 434.0 G91.0
64 0.200 1.319 120.D 601.D 793,0
80 D. 236 2.003 9fl. fl 381. 5 76+.0
96 0.213 1.561 96.0 45D.0 702, 5
112 0.208 1.460 89.5 430.0 E28.D
128 0.234 1.978 86.5 370.0 732.0
144 0.203 x.751 87.5 430.5 754.D
160 0.170 1.502 32.5 485.5 724.D
176 0.157 1.485 82.5 525.0 779.5
192 0.169 1.584 82.5 488.5 774.0
208 O.I83 1.100 81.0 443.5 621.0
224 0.177 1.:^ 23 80.5 451.5 5x0. S
240 0.232 2.699 99.0 427.5 725.5
256 0.283. 1. fi88 118, ^1 420, 0 709.0
272 0.246 1.EDtc IOJ.O 443.5 711.5
?_88 v^290 ^..7E0 120,5 415.D 730.5
304 0.286 1.695 121.5 429.0 727.0
320 0,256 3..681 116.5 455.0 755.0
336 0.228 1,597 110.0 482.5 770,5
352 0.164 1.665 52.0 317.5 528.5
368 0.3.51 1.$73 53.0 3x0.5 656,5
384 0.171 2,136 G6.5 389.5 832.0
400 0.159 1.948 62.5 393.0 765.5
416 0.301 2.077 115.0 382.0 793.5







































R	 a. T I	 [f S_
FI/F2 F3/F2
0.375 3.231




































































^^	 ^id,1 tvhod. 21 i
^^ R A^T ^	 t^__ S_ C	 C	 U	 I^!	 T S
^,; Bllc F1/F2 F3/F2 F1 F2 F3 ^^ f
^^ I6 0.360 2.891 X34.5 2E2.5 759.0
I ^ 32 0.316 2.956 83.5 264.D 7&0.Su
48 0.372 3.279 90.D 242.0 793.5
^





80 0.377 3.099 98.5 261.5 810.5
96 0.363. 3.189 91,5 253.5 808.5
3.x2 0.376 3.357 87.5 232.5 780.5
`; 3.28 0.293 3.035 83.5 285.0 SGS.D
ti u. 144 0.292 2:596 85.5 2 ►^ 3.0 7fiD.5 ..
160 0.294 2,414 85.5 291.0 702.5
^
-' 176 0.304 3.360 88.5 291,5 979.5
'^e 192 0.349 2,530 99.0 234.0 718.5u
20& O.I77 2.217 66.0 372.5 788.5 ^
i^ 224 0.11D 1,361 34.0• 309.0 420.5
^- 240 0.248 2.059 78.0 314.5 E47.5
^' "' 258 0.238 2.083 93..5 384.0 800.0
272 0.220 1.781 93.0 422.0 7S'!.5
^° 288 0.227 1. 893 91. S 403.5 764.D ^
^ ^^ 304 0.257 1. X350 3.06. D 413.0 805, 5
`: 320 0.244 Z. 773 109.0 447.5 793.5 .
^	 ^ "a 336 0.3.62 1.210 1D8. D 667. D 8137.0
} L 352 D.195 1.242 100.11 513.0 637.0
368 0.188 1.271 3.0$.5 576.5 73?, 5
^-^ 384 0.091 1.329 45.5 500.5 660.0











_	 ,_	 _	 ._	
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-	 IE RAT I	 ^#	 S
== ^3ik F1 /F2 F3/F2
^; 16 0.647 2.300
..^ 32 0.569 2.126
48 0.533 2.242
^-	 ,- 64 0.521 2.115
^: 80 9 454 2.7.196 0.467 2. 1+2
112 0.515 2.355
', 128 0.510 2.24 0
°-- 344 0.548 2. x,53
160 0.523 2.122
^	 ;- x.76 0.498 2. x.91.
^: 192 0.505 2.C`8
208 0.530 1.539
224 0.516 ^.. ^E51
;!^ 240 0.402 3.775
`^' 256 0.409 1.893
272 0.391 1.794
288 0.405 1.627
^= 304 0.344 1.670
320 0.362 1.782
336 0.326 2.004
^, 352 0.194 I. 69 S














?65.5 310.5 E96 .a
161,.0 309.0 653.5
144.5 378.5 672.5
1 r^8.5 358.0 681.0



























R A _'^ I	 (] _ S C t3 U N T S
8 ^ k F1/ F2 F3/ F2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.347 2.OL^3 122.0 348.5 698.0
32 0.355 1.823. 7.23.0 34G.0 &26.5
^8 0.426 2.264 131.5 309.D G99.5
64 0.353 1.9E9 207.5 304,5 60x.5
80 0.348 7..997 105.0 30c,0 uD3.0
9G 0.37.3 1.8$0 99.0 325.5 595.0
x3.2 0.334 3..927 109.5 328. D 632.0
3.28 0, 294 1.783. 3.09. 0 370. 5 G50.0
144 0.27E 1.582 3.12.5 ^0 ?.5 644.5
3.60 0.258 1.354 I23.D 476.5 G45.0
176 0.223 3..220 3.3.6.5 522.5 F37.5
192 0.234 3..252 114.0 486.5 609.0
208 0.293 1.350 110.0 375.5 507.0
224 0.332 1.595 7.3.5.5 348.0 555.0
240 0.202 1.GD9 67.0 331.5 533_.5
256 D.2D3 1¢ 7S8 66 x 5 328. D 586.5
272 0.15E ?,93.5 60¢5 387.0 741.0
288 0.375 2.026 57.0 382.5 775.0
304 0.I71 1.956 67.5 395.5 773.5
32D 0.183 1.860 76.5 43.7.5 776.5
336 0.20D 1.683 96.0 480.0 EOE.O
352 0.3.64 3..571 87.0 530.0 832.5
368 0.147 3..508 71.0 482.0 727.0
384 0.1D4 I.G65 50.0 478.5 796.5




















R A T I	 f^ S C	 [7	 U	 [V	 ^'	 S
BTk F3./F2 F3IF2 F1 F2 F3
16 0.328 2.37.3 10i^.0 317.5 734.5
32 0.344 2.661 102.5 298.D 793,0
48 0.359 1.891 123,0 343.0 f48.5
64 0.30i 1.847 102.5 340.0 fi28.0
80 0.282 1.823 97.0 344.D 627.0
96 0.278 2.038 97.5 351.0 715.5
1i2 0.3D1 2.122 95.0 315,5 6f^9.5
128 0.297. i,F37 98.5 339.0 555.0
i44 7.327. 2, i^19 113.. 0 345.5 097.5
1c^^0 0.38$ 1.973 3.20.0 349.5 510.5
176 0.27 2.253 128.0 3D0.0 676.0
192 D.39D 2.803 125,D 324.5 578.D
208 0. 3^'8 2. iS5 126.5 3[^8. b 673. 0
224 0.324 1,569 82.0 253.0 397.0
2^ED 0, 3ID 2. 1^J8 100.5 324.0 712.0
256 0.266 2.393. 78.0 293.0 700.5
272 0.320 2.173 3.3.5.0 3Sa.0 780.0
288 0.29D 2.619 83.5 287.5 753.0
304 0.296 2.120 1D2.5 346.0 733.5
320 D.306 3.093 75.5 246.5 762.5
33G 0.301 2.390 102.5 341.0 815.0
352 0.256 7..987 98.5 385.0 765.0
368 0.280 3..937 109.5 391.5 758.5
384 0.337 2.216 105.5 313.5 663.5























'	 i hea rd. 21
^^r t	 crs c^^Nrs
n
f3i k F1 /F2 F3/F2 ^1 F2 F3	 `^'
I6 0.383 1.975 147.0 383,5 757.5
	 ^'	 ^
' 32 0.236 I.93.3 95.0 403.0 711..0
48 0.301 I.7I8 124.D 411..5 707.0
^; 64 0.200 I. 616 87.5 436.5 705.5
^ 80 0.325 1.745 123.5 377. D 658.0













^= 144 0.381. 2.253 130.5 342.5 737.5
160 0.462 1.973 I37.0 296.5 585.0	 q
! TE • 176 0.334 2.054 102.5 306.5 629.5
' ^# 7.92 0.367 2.O:;.S 121.0 330. El 665.0
20S 0,362 2.I79 1.7.3.0 312.fl 680.©
224 0.356 7..087 114.1 320.(! 348,0
•
240 0.308 1.84.4 1D9.5 35fi.0 x56.5
'`' 256 0.257 1.854 99.5 357.5 73.8.5
272 x.342 1.954 114.5 335.!? E54.S	 ^
288 0.31.3 2.3.24 113.0 361..5 768.0	 ^
°- 304 0.298 2.194 In7.0 359,0 787.5
`f 320 0.3I5 1.960 123.5 392.0 ^	 768.5
''" 336 0.30G 2.OI4 3.10.5 367..0 727.0
,^ 352 fl.30G 1.889 II4.0 372.5 703.5
368 0.333. 2.440 I01.5 3D7.D 749.0
384 0.219 1.8fi9 95.0 434,5 812.0
400 0.277 2.1.99 100.0 361.0 794.0 .
n,
,'^;
f.
^c1
